
RHETORIC IN JULIUS CEASER

Rhetoric was a much-valued skill in Renaissance England, as it was in ancient Rome. Kim Ballard discusses the
connections between rhetoric.

Using Julius Caesar as a foundation text, my students will learn about rhetorical devices. Garber, Marjorie B.
The worldview, assumptions and philosophies that inform the subject of the text must be carefully considered.
We also see here a sharp contrast between the forceful rhetoric of Murellus and the playful language of the
plebeian cobbler who jokes with the tribunes using puns and double meanings. Storyboard Students will create
a six panel storyboard to convey the most significant plot points of the play. As we decode the text and
explore themes and characters central to the historical play, students will engage in a variety of activities that
enable them to truly understand the differing perspectives that lead so many men to assassinate their leader
and the turmoil that ensues. On the left margin they will write a note for each segment that addresses what is
said--a summary of the content--and on the right what is done, a statement of how that segment interacts with
the whole, usually preceded by words such as describe, explain, or argue. Students will ask themselves, who is
the speaker and what personae they have created, with a focus on ethos. Cerasano,  The titular character may
only appear in three scenes, but his immortality is attained through his achievements and our
acknowledgement that the Roman Republic is headed for decline after these triumphs. Bloom, Harold. This
necessitates that they come to a deeper understanding of figures of speech and how they affect readers, how
they are used to persuade, and how to use them oneself to effectively communicate. But not rhetoric. In our
multi-media age, it is harder perhaps to appreciate how important rhetoric was to those leaders and politicians
of long ago, but without the advantages of TV interviews, podcasts, Twitter, poster campaigns and so on, the
one-off public performance was everything. New York: Riverhead Books,  Some clips of YouTube will be
viewed together with an activity wherein students view Super Bowl advertisements and categorize the types of
persuasion each employs. Cassius chooses to persuade different characters through appeals to Logos, which
indicates his true qualities and aspects, and how they reflect his motifs. The graphic organizer is one way to
support and scaffold students towards effective conversation. Joseph, Sister Miriam. Mock Trial Conduct a
mock trial of Brutus for the crime of assassinating Caesar. In addition, our school is located in an area known
for having an incredibly high cost of living, which often necessitates that our students contribute to the
household finances by working. Cerasano, ed, Julius Caesar, xi. Graff, Gerald, and Cathy Birkenstein. I want
my students not only to become skilled at identifying rhetoric, but also to become proficient in using the art to
strengthen their critical reading skills, speaking and writing. Who knows, really? The fate of Rome was
heading toward a dictatorship. Once they have reviewed their questions, looked up vocabulary, analyzed the
impact of specific word choice, and discussed the reading with their peers, the second reading should occur.


